The Library Web

- "Our guides"
  - Harvard system
    - Examples of Various sources
    - General guidelines
    - Textual reference
    - List of references
      - Alphabetically!

Library Search – Articles

- "international migration" refugee* ethics OR morality. Phrase search and truncation, combine with single words
- Search in all the posts – not strictly within the Subject terms!
- Limit!
  - Articles
  - Tags "moral and ethical aspects"
  - Publication year 2014-2017 – still a lot of results
  - Check out whether or not it is a scientific article! Argue!
Specific searches in databases

- Back to the web!
- Subject Guide for “Political Science and Law”
  - Explore the different options the tags offer
- Use the tag “Databases/articles” and select one of the databases
  - Wiley
  - "international migrat*" ethic* - båda I abstract

Refine to “Journals”, sort by date, test other words and combine!

Academic Search Elite
All these searches are examples – now you’ll have to work with your subject terms and choose your topic – if you haven’t already done that!

Good luck!